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SECTION 1 – INTRODUCTION
Glenns Ferry Municipal Airport (U89) is located at the western end of Madison Road in
southwest Glenns Ferry, Idaho. Interstate I-84 running east-west is situated approximately
1.4 miles to the north, while old US-30 running east-west is located approximately one-half
mile to the north. The airport is operated by the City of Glenns Ferry. A vicinity map of the
airport is shown in Figure 1.1.
The climate in the area is temperate, with an average of 9.7 inches of total precipitation per
year with an average total annual snowfall of 15.4 inches. Snow is common in the vicinity
with approximate accumulations of 4 to 8 inches. At the airport, snow cover can remain on
the ground for several weeks at a time.
This Airport Master Plan is funded by a grant from the Idaho Transportation Department
Division of Aeronautics (ITD) under Idaho Airport Aid Program (IAAP) number SP-04197.A-07.
In December 2010, J-U-B ENGINEERS, Inc. (J-U-B) was contracted to complete an airport
master plan for the airport. This plan includes the following activities:






An inventory of existing conditions
An evaluation of current Land Use Controls in and around the airport
Identification of Airport Facility Requirements
Preparation of a Capital Improvements Program that prioritizes proposed development
Preparation of Airport Layout Plan, Airspace, and Land Use drawings

AIRPORT HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT
Documents and files in the possession of ITD and the City of Glenns Ferry were researched to
prepare a brief history of the Glenns Ferry Municipal Airport as discussed below.
The original permit for operation of the Glenns Ferry Airport was granted by the State of
Idaho Public Works Department on October 8, 1931, and the State followed this action by
deeding 80 acres to the City in 1936 at the current airport location. The original airport
consisted of a 3,500’ x 600’ graveled main landing strip with a 1,650’ x 600’ graveled cross
wind runway.
The runway remained dirt/turf for more than 50 years and was noted on several inspection
reports as containing soft areas immediately following rain events. In 1986, a five-member
airport board was appointed by the City, with the priority of replacing the original
graveled/turf runway with a new “hard surface”. The City and Airport Board worked with
local businesses and the State of Idaho to develop and fund the project which resulted in a
3,100’ x 60’ bituminous asphalt runway that was constructed in 1987.
Electrical service and telephone service was extended to the airport in 1992, through
cooperative efforts from the City, Idaho Transportation Department (ITD), and local
businessmen who were flying enthusiasts. Following installation of the electrical service to
the airport, the City worked with ITD Aeronautics to install Medium Intensity Runway Lighting
in 1999 that can be remotely activated through aircraft radio controls. Since 1999, the
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majority of work to the airport has been pavement maintenance including crack sealing and
slurry seals on the runway and taxiways.
The airport currently functions as a “Basic Services” airport as designated by the Idaho
Transportation Department Division of Aeronautics. The airport is also not designated under
the “National Plan of Integrated Airport Systems” (NPIAS) and is therefore not eligible to
receive federal funding or grants under the national Airport Improvement Program (AIP).
Figure 1.1 Glenns Ferry Municipal Airport Vicinity Map

NOT TO SCALE
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SECTION 2 – INVENTORY
As a part of this study process, on-site visits were
conducted to collect inventory data. Several
discussions and meetings were also held with current
airport users, board members, and ITD Aeronautics in
order to gain a better understanding of the facilities
and needs at the airport. A review of available
historical documents was also performed. Information
from this process is summarized below.
AIRPORT FACILITIES
A brief summary of airport data is shown in Table 2.1.
An Airport Layout Plan (ALP) is attached in the appendix at the end of this document.
Table 2.1 Airport Data
Airport Elevation

2,536 feet

Airport Reference Point
Latitude

N 42° 56’ 37.2”

Longitude

W 115° 19’ 48.3”

CTAF Frequency

122.9

Runway
Glenns Ferry Airport has one visual approach runway, Runway 8-26, which is aligned in an
east-west direction. Primary landing is from the east and takeoff from the east. The
elevation difference between the east and west ends of the runway is 8.5 feet. The grade
adjacent to the runway is predominantly flat with minor fill slopes to match existing ground.
A turnaround is provided at the west end of the runway. A summary of runway data is
provided in Table 2.2
Table 2.2 Runway 8-26 Data
Runway Length
Runway Width
Runway Surfacing
Runway Pavement Condition
Shoulders
Effective Gradient
Runway Lighting
Visual Aids
Wind Coverage (All Weather)
Displaced Thresholds

Glenns Ferry Municipal Airport

3050’
60’
Bituminous Asphalt Concrete
PCI 62 – (2007 Inventory), 8,000 lb. max. gross weight
15 feet gravel, soft
0.2%
Medium Intensity Runway Lights (MIRL)
Rotating Beacon, two Windsocks, Wind Directional
Indicator
95% (Assumed)
Runway 8 – 115’ Displaced Threshold
Runway 26 – 140’ Displaced Threshold
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The pavement markings for the displaced thresholds are marked at the ends of the pavement
and do not currently meet FAA standards. Additional discussion to relocate these pavement
markings is provided later in the capital improvement section of this plan.
Taxiways and Taxilanes
A 15-foot wide by 590 foot long partial parallel taxiway is located on the north side at the
east end of Runway 8-26. The taxiway does not have reflectors or pavement markings, and is
situated 235 feet from the centerline of the runway. This taxiway provides access to five
small hangars. The hangars are located within close proximity of the taxiway and apron and
have a mix of paved or gravel taxilanes extending south from the hangars to the main taxiway
and apron. The space between the taxiway and runway includes a tie-down area that is
generally comprised of loose gravel.
Taxiway connectors from the apron to the runway are located approximately 520’ and 920’
respectively west of the eastern end of Runway 26. These taxiways are delineated with lights
at the runway intersection and have reflectors along the edge of taxiway. No pavement
markings are used to delineate the taxiways. A second tie-down area is located between the
connector taxiways, the apron, and the runway. It is generally comprised of loose gravel.
Aprons, Hangars and Tie Downs
Five privately owned hangar buildings are located on the airport, containing storage spaces
for five aircraft. The short taxilanes between the taxiway and the hangars are generally
constructed with gravel.
A bituminous pavement apron is located to the south of the four westernmost private
hangars. The pavement is in very poor/failing condition and has extensive weed growth
coming up through the cracks. Flat tires caused from “goat head” thorns have been reported
as a significant problem on the apron and runway. There are three tie-downs in a gravel area
located to the west of the hangars.
Eleven tie-downs currently exist between the runway and the taxiway, in two separate and
distinct graveled areas. Four of these tie-downs are located to the south of the apron and are
within 125’ of the runway centerline. The other seven are adjacent to the taxiway itself.
Table 2.3 summarizes the existing parking and storage capacity.
Table 2.3 Parking and Storage Capacity
Tie Downs
Northwest of Apron
South of Apron
East of Apron
Total Tie Downs
Hangars
Private hangars

3 spaces
4 spaces
7 spaces
14 spaces
5 units

Helipads
There is no formal helipad at Glenns Ferry Municipal Airport.
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Lighting and Navaids
Runway 8-26 is lighted with Medium Intensity Runway Lighting (MIRL) that was installed in
1999. The MIRL is activated via CTAF/Unicom on frequency 122.9. There are two wind socks
located on the north side of the runway, one to the west and the other east of the paved
apron. The eastern wind sock is lighted. There is also a wind directional indicator located on
the north side of the runway. Threshold lights are provided near each end of the runway
corresponding to the previously published displaced threshold locations. A rotating beacon is
positioned north of the taxiway adjacent to the western hangars. The motor for the beacon
was recently replaced by the City and is now in proper
working condition.
Fueling Facilities
There are no fueling facilities available at the airport.
Signing and Pavement Marking
Signing at the airport consists of unlit distance-to-go
markers. There is no runway or taxiway signing. The
runway has center line pavement markings and is painted
visual basic. Runway numerals are provided at each end
of the runway; however, their location and striping does
not accurately reflect the displaced thresholds.
Internal Circulation, Access, and Automobile Parking
Vehicular access to the airport is from Madison Road which is located at the northeast corner
of the airport. A gravel roadway along the eastern edge of the airport also provides
recreational access to the Snake River located near the end of the eastern edge of Runway
26. There are two steel pipe gates that provide vehicular access to the airport that are
locked with a chain.
A locked barbed wire “field gate” is also located near the southeast corner of the airport
providing additional access from the gravel road. A dirt road located on private property runs
outside and adjacent to the northern edge of the airport. There are two unlocked turnstile
pedestrian gates located to the north of the hangar areas that can be easily accessed from
the dirt road. There is currently no dedicated automobile parking at the airport.
Perimeter Fencing and Gates
Barbed wire fencing exists around the perimeter of the airport that connects to the
aforementioned gates. The fence does not generally protect the airport from wildlife
(primarily deer) which have been observed within the airport property on numerous
occasions. The perimeter fence is within close proximity to each end of the runway and
encroaches upon the extended Runway Safety Area (RSA) and Runway Object Free Area
(ROFA). The four foot tall fencing is noted as an obstruction to the approaches of both
runway ends.
Agriculture Spray Facilities
Agricultural spray operations occur at the airport, operated by High Country Aviation and Crop
Jet Aviation LLC. A concrete wash-down pad for High Country Aviation flying service is
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located near their hangar at the east end of the airport which includes a double lined
containment vault and 2” water supply. There are no known fueling or pesticide storage
facilities on the airport. A small rubber dam containment facility is also located on the west
end of the apron for loading wet/dry materials for Crop Jet Aviation. Neither containment
facility has a formal outlet/discharge location.
Fixed Base Operations
The City of Glenns Ferry manages the airport, and there is no official Fixed Based Operator
(FBO). There are no restrooms, courtesy car, or other pilot facilities provided at the airport.
Support Facilities


Utilities – Power is provided to the airport. A 2” domestic water service was extended
to the northeast corner of the airport as a part of the private hangar construction in
that area; however, this has insufficient flow for firefighting purposes. An on-site
portable water storage tank is located adjacent to the easternmost hangar for limited
firefighting capabilities. Underground phone service was extended to the airport in
1992; however, there does not appear to be a public telephone for use by itinerant or
local aircraft operators.



Fire Fighting Services – The City of Glenns Ferry Fire Department provides service to
the airport. There is an existing 8” water main located in Madison Road approximately
300 feet from the northeast corner of the airport; however, the only available water
for firefighting is provided by the on-site tank or is brought in from other firefighting
tankers.



Airport Maintenance Facilities – Snow removal is performed by the City of Glenns
Ferry. The City also owns a tractor with a broom that is used to sweep the runway and
taxiway to remove gravel and other Foreign Object Debris (FOD).



Storm Drainage and Water Quality Features – No on-site storm drain facilities were
observed on the site with the exception of the containment facilities located near the
easternmost hangar. Storm water runoff is disposed of through surface percolation.
There were no reports of flooding or standing water issues on the runway or taxiways.

AVIATION ACTIVITY DATA
Based Aircraft
Based aircraft are those that are housed at an airport either in hangars or at tie-downs.
Discussions with the City and a review of the 2010 ITD Idaho Airport System Plan (IASP) reflect
that there are currently three based aircraft at Glenns Ferry. All of the aircraft are single
engine planes. Table 2.4 summarizes the mix of aircraft at the Glenns Ferry Airport.
Table 2.4 Based Aircraft*
Single
Engine
3

MultiEngine
0

Jet
0

Helicopters
0

Gliders
0

Military
0

UltraLight
0

Total
3

* These include a Pitts Special, a Cessna 150, and a Cessna 180
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Aircraft Operations
Airport operations consist of the number of take-offs and landings at an airport. The
definition of one operation is either a take-off or a landing. Operations are grouped into
two types of operations: local and itinerant.
(1) Local operations mean operations performed by aircraft which:
(i) Operate in the local traffic pattern or within sight of the airport;
(ii) Are known to be departing for, or arriving from flight in local practice areas
located within a 20-mile radius of the airport; or
(iii) Execute simulated instrument approaches or low passes at the airport.
(2) Itinerant operations mean all aircraft operations other
than local operations.
No formal records are kept regarding the number of
operations at Glenns Ferry Airport. The IASP estimates that
there are 900 annual operations with 360 being local and 540
being itinerant.
Critical Aircraft
The critical aircraft is the specific type or family of aircraft that is the most demanding of the
facility from a size, weight, or speed standpoint. The critical aircraft for the airport is
chosen by selecting the most demanding aircraft, or family of aircraft, using the airfield a
minimum of 500 itinerant operations per year at the airport.
The largest regular user of the airport is the Ayres Thrush 510 agricultural spray plane with a
wingspan of approximately 47.5’, an operating weight of 10,500 lbs. (loaded) and a calculated
approach speed of 65 knots (1.3 times stall speed).
Crop Jet Aviation, LLC is the larger of the two agricultural spray operators at the airport with
annual take-off and landing operations totaling between 200 and 450 each year. Crop Jet
uses (3) aircraft for their operations including an Ayres Turbine Thrush with a 510 gallon
hopper, as well as (2) Grumman Ag-Cats with 300 gallon hoppers. Crop Jet uses large ground
support trucks for loading both wet and dry products as well as fuel at Glenns Ferry Airport.
Due to the poor condition of the apron, the trucks park on the dirt/gravel area west of the
apron and load the materials/fuel using crane booms.
Over the years, the airport has served various itinerant aircraft including a Cessna 206 used
by an “out of town” contractor to access a reconstruction project on I-84 near Glenns Ferry.
Radio Controlled airplane users also frequent the airport bringing campers and other support
equipment onto the apron. The BLM also uses the airport during firefighting operations,
primarily as a helicopter staging area.
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SECTION 3 – FORECASTS AND ECONOMIC IMPACT
SOCIO ECONOMIC DATA
Population
The current population of the City of Glenns Ferry is estimated to be 1,319 based on the 2010
census. Elmore County is estimated at 27,038. Much of the air activity for Glenns Ferry
Municipal Airport is related to agricultural activities of herbicidal spraying and requires travel
to fields in the region. Table 3.1 summarizes the population for the City, County, and
adjacent areas.
Table 3.1 Glenns Ferry and Elmore County Historic Population (1970-2010)
Table 3.1 Glenns Ferry and Elmore County Historic Population (1970-2000)
Area

1970

Glenns Ferry
Mountain Home
Elmore County
Unincorporated
Total

2010 (% change)

1980 (%change)

1990 (%change)

2000 (%change)

1,386

1,374 (-1%)

1,304 (-5%)

1,611 (+24%)

6,471

7,540 (+16.9%)

7,913 (+4.9%)

11,143 (+40.8%)

14,206 (+27.5%)

9,622

12,651 (+31.5%)

11,988 (-5.2%)

12,754 (+6.4%)

11,513 (-9.3%)

17,479

21,565 (23.4%)

21,205 (-1.7%)

29,130 (+37.4%)

27,038 (-7.2%)

1,319 (-18.1%)

Source: 2010 U.S. Census Bureau

The highest growth timeframe in Glenns Ferry occurred between
the years 1990-2000 with the largest decrease occurring in the
following decade. Fluctuating population and demographic
changes make it challenging to forecast long-term growth in the
area. Mortgage interest rates, new regional industry, gas prices,
and other factors could significantly influence population growth
and housing construction. The closure of Northwest Foods Plant in
2008 resulted in the loss of 110 jobs in the city, directly reflecting
a significant portion of the dramatic population swing from 20002010.
Conversations with residents and City leaders indicate a sense of
optimism for future population growth and potential economic
development opportunities that could have direct impact on
growth at the airport. The recently completed citywide
transportation master plan highlighted several key development
opportunities primarily related to tourism, with Carmela’s winery
and Three Island State Park, both located within ½ mile of the
airport.

Glenns Ferry Municipal Airport

Economists and military
planners estimate that at
least fifty percent (50%) of
growth and development in
Elmore County can be
attributed to Mountain
Home Air Force Base. Base
staffing or missions have a
direct impact to growth or
decline in Elmore County, as
well as Glenns Ferry.
Source: 2004 Elmore County
Comprehensive Plan
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Future fly-in events that include camping at the
state park or use of the airport as a jumping off
point for access to the back country areas of
Idaho have also been mentioned as possible
economic drivers that could greatly increase the
airport’s exposure.
Economic Impact
The Idaho Transportation Department (ITD)
Aeronautics Division has prepared a report on
the economic impacts of airports in Idaho as a
part of the IASP that was finalized in 2009. The
system plan quantified the total economic
activity of the Glenns Ferry Airport through a
comprehensive survey process in which the
direct economic benefits related to on-airport
business tenants and the indirect benefits
associated with visitor related expenditures
were determined.
The multiplier effect of these benefits was then
calculated to ascertain the total airport related
impacts. Based on this methodology, the total
calculated annual economic impact of the Glenns Ferry Municipal Airport was $46,900,
including a total annual payroll of $15,600.
Based Aircraft / Operations Projections
The IASP – Glenns Ferry Municipal Airport Individual Airport Summary indicates that a growth
of one additional based aircraft is anticipated from 2007 to 2027, taking the number from 3 to
5. Airport annual operations are
projected to increase from
approximately 900 to 1,100 per
year from 2007 to 2027.
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SECTION 4 – FACILITY REQUIREMENTS/CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN
The Glenns Ferry Airport was designated as a “Basic Services Airport” as a part of the 2010
IASP. As a result, and based on conversations with the ITD Department of Aeronautics, the
visual flight rules design criteria outlined in Chapter 201 “Minimum Dimensions for VFR
Airports” of the Airport Materials and Construction Manual for the ITD Department of
Aeronautics define the standards for the airport.
Local stakeholders and members of the airport technical advisory committee believe that the
proximity of the airport to Idaho’s back country and other tourist activities should allow the
airport to fill a larger future role as a “Local Recreational Airport” that will necessitate
additional improvements to the airport as a result. Table 4.1 outlines recommendations
contained within the Idaho Airport System Master Plan for “Basic Service Airports” and “Local
Recreational Airports”.
Table 4.1 Airport Functional Role/Services Objectives (Idaho Airport System Plan – 2010)

Runway Strength

Basic Services Airport
Meet State VFR Dimensions or
Maintain Existing
Meet State VFR Dimensions or
Maintain Existing
Maintain Existing

Taxiway
Instrument Approach

Maintain Existing
Visual

Visual Aids

Wind Cone, Rotating Beacon as
required
Reflectors, LIRL desired
None

Runway Length
Runway Width

Runway Lighting
Weather Reporting
Facilities
Services
Facilities

Phone and Restroom
Apron (tie-downs) for 100% of Based
Aircraft and 50% of Transient
Aircraft; Auto Parking

Local Recreational Airport
Non-NPIAS – to meet State
VFR Dimensions
50’ State Standard
Single wheel landing gear –
12,500 lbs.
Turnarounds
Visual, Non-precision
Approach desired
Rotating Beacon, Wind Cone,
REILs, PAPIs, VASIs
Maintain Existing
On-site ASOS or AWOS as
required
Phone, Restroom, AvGas,
Courtesy / Loaner Car
Facility with Public
Restrooms and Pilots Lounge;
Hangar Storage for 50% of
Based Aircraft; Apron (tiedowns) for 50% of Based
Aircraft and 50% of Transient
Aircraft; Auto Parking

Table 4.2 (on the following page) summarizes the airport’s existing dimensions compared to
State of Idaho VFR Design Standards. Dimensions not meeting minimum Idaho VFR Standards
are highlighted in yellow. The Facility Requirements section of this Master Plan will compare
the existing airfield and landside facilities with the airport operations and aircraft forecast
needs for the future.
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Table 4.2 Idaho VFR Design Standards Compared to Actual Dimensions
DESIGN FEATURES

IDAHO VFR
CRITERIA

ACTUAL

Published Airport Elevation = 2536
Runway (RW) Length (2,000’ + 1/3 Elev.)
Runway Width – paved or prepared hard surface
Runway Width – turf or gravel surface
Runway shoulder width
Runway Safety Area (RSA) width
Runway Safety Area length beyond RW end

2846’
50’
100’
10’
100’
200’

Runway Object Free Area (ROFA) width
Runway Object Free Area length beyond RW end

200’
200’

3050’
60’
N/A
10’
OK
60’ – RWY 26
95’ – RWY 8
OK
60’ – RWY 26
95’ – RWY 8
OK
OK
OK
15’ **
10’
>40’
>76’
25’
0’
64’
N/A
N/A
90’
275
N/A
95
OK
0.3%
OK
OK

Runway Protection Zone (RPZ) – width of inner surface
200’
Runway Protection Zone – width of outer surface
300’
Runway Protection Zone – length from inner to outer surface
1,000’
Taxiway (TW) width
20’
Taxiway shoulder width
10’
Taxiway Safety Area (TWSA) width
40’
Taxiway Object Free Area (TWOFA) width
76’
Taxiway turn radius
65’
Taxiway fillet radius
50’
RW end to property line
200’
Runway Centerline (RW C/L) to hold line
100’
RW C/L to Parallel Taxiway (PTW) C/L
125’
RW C/L to edge of tie-down area
125’
RW C/L to property or building line
200’
RW C/L to helipad
300’ to 500’
TW C/L to Building Restriction or Property Line
75’
TW C/L to tie-down area or object
38’
Longitudinal runway grade (effective runway gradient)
0 to 2%
Longitudinal runway grade change
2% maximum
Length of vertical curves for RW each 1% grade change
300’ (#1)
#1 Vertical curve not required for less than 0.4% change in grade.
Distance between points of intersection for runway vertical

curves (250’ x Sum of adjacent changes of grade in %.)
Transverse runway grade – paved
1% to 2%
Transverse runway grade – gravel
3%
Minimum site distance (#2) Runway Length +2 or 2,000’

(whichever is less)
Longitudinal taxiway grade
0-2%
Transverse taxiway grade
1 1/2% to 3%

N/A
1% crown
N/A
OK
OK
1% crown

*

Existing dimensions shown are based on field measurements and record data. Criteria is from Idaho
Transportation Department Division of Aeronautics - Airport Materials and Construction Manual – Chapter 201 –
“Minimum Dimensions for VFR Airports”
** - Yellow Highlighted dimensions indicate design criteria not met by current airport geometric configuration.
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In comparing the existing facility dimensions to the ITD VFR standard, there are several
criteria that are not met.








Obstructions within the Runway Object Free Area (ROFA) at each end of runway
Obstructions within the Runway Safety Area (RSA) at each end of runway
Taxiway Turn Radii less than 65’
Minimum Taxiway Width – 15’ vs. 20’
Runway Centerline separation distance to Edge of Tie-down Area less than 125’
Runway End to Property Line less than 200’
Taxiway Fillet Radius less than 50’

Runway Protection Zones
The Runway Protection Zone (RPZ) has a trapezoidal shape that begins 200 feet beyond each
end of the runway and is centered on the runway centerline. The approach category and
visibility minimums determine the dimensions for the trapezoid for each end of the runway
and are based on ITD VFR publication for the critical aircraft. The RPZ is the same for both
ends of Runway 8-26, with a starting width of 200 feet and an ending width of 300 feet, over
a length of 1,000 feet. These dimensions correspond to a visual approach and a visibility
minimum that is not lower than one mile for aircraft.
Objects Affecting Navigable Airspace
The Part 77 Surfaces consist of multiple imaginary surfaces defined by the approach types for
each end of the runway. The culmination of these surfaces designates the three-dimensional
protected airspace around the airport. These surfaces are used as guidelines for all
development and construction in the airspace around the airport.
The five surfaces that define this three-dimensional airspace for visual runway with only
visual approach are as follows:
1. Primary Surface: A rectangular surface with a width of 200 feet (centered on the
runway centerline) and a length that extends 200 feet beyond each end of the runway.
The elevation of the primary surface corresponds to the elevation of the nearest point
of the runway centerline.
2. Approach Surface: A surface centered on the extended runway centerline, starting at
each end of the primary surface, 200 feet beyond each end of the runway at a width
of 200 feet and an elevation equal to that of the end of the runway; extending a
horizontal distance of 3,000 feet to a width of 500 feet, at a slope of 20:1.
3. Transitional Surface: A sloping 7:1 surface that extend outward and upward at right
angles to the runway centerline from the sides of the primary surface and the
approach surfaces.
4. Horizontal Surface: An elliptical surface at an elevation 150 feet above the
established airport elevation created by swinging a 5,000 foot radius arc from the
center of each end of the primary surface. Tangent lines then connect these arcs.
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The established airport elevation is 2,536 feet; therefore, the Horizontal Surface is a
level plane at 2,686 feet.
5. Conical Surface: A surface extending outward and upward from the horizontal surface
at a slope of 20:1 for a horizontal distance of 4,000 feet.
There are several areas where the existing ground terrain penetrates these airspace surfaces.
These obstructions are shown in the Airspace Plan (Sheet 3) located in the appendix.
The following obstructions have been noted for the Glenns Ferry Airport:
Runway 8:

The existing 4’ tall perimeter fence is located approximately 95’ from the end
of the runway and within the Runway Safety Area (RSA) and Runway Object
Free Area (ROFA). Previously completed airport layout plans show a 115’
displaced threshold from the end of Runway 8 to accommodate this
obstruction. The existing threshold lighting location on Runway 8 matches the
displaced threshold.

Runway 26:

The existing 4’ tall perimeter fence is located approximately 65’ from the end
of Runway 26 and within the RSA and ROFA. The existing gravel road access to
the Snake River is approximately 85’ from the end of the runway and also in
the RSA and ROFA. 90 ft. tall trees in Three Island State Park, approximately
2,000 feet from the end of the runway are noted in “AirNav” as requiring a
20:1 slope to clear. Previously completed airport layout plans show a 140’
displaced threshold from the end of Runway 26 to accommodate these
obstructions. The existing threshold lighting location on Runway 26 matches
the displaced threshold.

Approach Procedures
Runway 8-26 has no published instrument approach procedures.
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AIRSIDE FACILITIES
The airport presently meets the majority of the standard dimensions outlined in the ITD
“Minimum Dimensions for VFR Airports”. This document recommends standard widths,
minimum clearances, and other dimensional criteria for runways, taxiways, safety areas,
aprons, and other physical airport features.
As noted above there are seven areas where the airport does not meet the Idaho VFR design
standards minimum recommendations. A summary of the key airport facilities is listed within
this section of the master plan. Deficient areas are identified with recommended
improvements. These combined with other input from the technical advisory committee
formulated the foundation for the 20-year Capital Improvement Plan (CIP), which are
discussed in detail later in this document.
Runway Protection Zones (RPZs)
The function of the RPZ is to protect the people and property on the ground beyond the
runway ends. This is achieved through airport control of the RPZ areas. The RPZ is a
trapezoidal shape centered off the extended runway centerline based on dimensions
recommended in the “Airport Design Criteria” for a visual approach. The existing RPZs are
not presently under control by the airport through avigation easements or ownership.
Recommendation: The City should pursue avigation easements with Three Island State
Park and the Anderson Property to provide long term protection from incompatible
development or land use within the RPZ.
Threshold Evaluation
Previously completed ALP updates identified displaced thresholds of 115’ and 140’ for
Runways 8 and 26 respectively due to the perimeter fence and existing gravel roadway
located within the RSA. Threshold lighting was installed in 1999 at the displaced threshold
location; however, there are no additional pavement markings (threshold bar) that identify
the displaced thresholds during a daytime visual approach. The runway numerals “8” and
“26” are also located between the end of runway pavement and the displaced threshold
location which does not meet FAA recommendations for VFR pavement markings.
Recommendation: This is a potentially dangerous situation that the City and ITD
Aeronautics needs to properly address as soon as possible. Regular users of the airport
have reported campers regularly using the gravel road access to the Snake River. In some
instances, vehicles have been noted to stop and park at the end of the runway and take
pictures of approaching aircraft. These vehicles become immediate penetrations to the
approach – departure surface and become a definite hazard to aircraft, particularly those not
familiar with the airport.
Runway Improvements to Address Threshold Deficiency
Two options were evaluated to remedy the displaced threshold deficiency and to remove
obstructions from the approach and departure surface.
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Option 1 – Relocate Runway 26 Displaced Threshold Further West and Extend Runway 8 to the
West: In order to meet FAA clearance requirements, the displaced threshold for Runway 26
would need to be moved approximately 450’ west of the end of the runway which would
reduce the available runway landing length from 3,050’ to 2,600’ (approximately 246’ less
than the minimum recommended runway length for an airport at this elevation).
The displaced threshold would need to be adequately marked with “arrow” striping, a new
threshold bar, and relocated runway numerals. The existing threshold lights for Runway 26
would need to be moved approximately 285’ to the west. Runway 8 would need to be
extended 300’ further to the west to maintain the minimum required runway length. The
existing fence west of runway 8 would also need to be relocated 500’ west of its current
location to remove it as an obstruction.
Option 2 – Relocate Existing Gravel Access Road to the East: This option would entail moving
approximately 1,100 feet of the existing gravel access road and airport fence approximately
275’ east. The relocated road would move vehicular traffic out of the RSA, and would keep
vehicles from penetrating the approach-departure surface. A new threshold bar would need
to be painted to match the threshold lighting and the runway numeral “26” would need to be
obliterated and repainted at its proper location west of the threshold bar.
The existing fence adjacent to the end of Runway 8 would be relocated approximately 280’
west from its current location to remove it as an obstruction. A new threshold bar should be
painted to coincide with the location of the existing threshold lights and the existing runway
numeral “8” should be obliterated and repainted east of the threshold bar in accordance with
FAA recommendations.
The existing gravel roadway is owned and maintained by Idaho Fish and Game with an existing
easement. The relocated roadway would be on property owned by the State of Idaho Parks
Department which would require either a land swap or other acquisition between the City of
Glenns Ferry and the State. In addition, the park is considered a federal 6(f) property and
issues associated with right of way acquisition through a 6(f) property would need to be
addressed prior to relocating the roadway. The parks manager for Three Island State Park
also noted that the Oregon Trail crosses through the park in proximity to the area where the
gravel road would be relocated which could further complicate efforts to move the road.
Runway Improvement Recommendation
Option 2 appears to be the least expensive option however it would require extensive
coordination between the City and State (Fish and Game; Department of Parks) as well as
potential lengthy environmental evaluations and approvals. Input received from the technical
advisory committee noted the politically sensitive nature of the current roadway location as
well as the likely lengthy process of obtaining necessary federal approvals as reasons for not
pursuing this alternative.
It is recommended that the City of Glenns Ferry pursue funding to implement Option 1 for
addressing the displaced threshold deficiencies and obstructions noted above. The cost for
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implementing Option 1 is $166,100 as outlined in the capital improvement plan later in this
report. The Airport Layout Plan shown in the appendix shows the revised displaced threshold
location for runway 26 in addition to extending runway 8 to the west.
Due to budgetary limitations, Option 1 could be implemented in two phases to provide the
City and ITD time to pursue the necessary funding, while also addressing the immediate need
to remedy this safety issue. The initial phase of the project should include at a minimum the
following components:





installation of proper striping to accurately delineate the displaced threshold for
Runway 26, including obliteration and restriping of runway numerals “26”;
relocation of threshold lighting on Runway 26;
installation of “no parking” signs on the gravel road adjacent to Runway “26”;
publish NOTAM identifying the reduced 2,600’ landing distance available;

Phase 2 of this project would then include extending the runway 300’ to the west and
relocation of the existing threshold lighting and runway numeral.
Objects Affecting Navigable Airspace
The FAA Regulations (FAR) Part 77, “Objects Affecting Navigable Airspace”, apply to existing
and manmade objects. These guidelines define the critical areas in the vicinity of the
airports that should be kept free of obstructions. Currently there are approximately 90’ tall
trees located 2,000’ from the end of Runway 26 in Three Island State Park. The City should
coordinate with the park manager to have those larger trees “pruned” to reduce their height
to maintain adequate clearance beneath the approach departure surface.
Navigational and Landing Aids
The navigational and landing aids are adequate for Glenns Ferry Airport at this time. Landing
aids should be re-evaluated within the next 10 years as the airport transitions from a Basic
Services role to a Local Recreational facility to determine if additional visual aids and
weather reporting facilities (REILs, PAPIs, VASIs, AWOS) are needed.
Airport Lighting, Signing, and Markings
Airport lighting and signing is adequate at this time for the runway. The City should consider
adding additional reflectors to the taxiway to help further delineate the pavement limits. No
additional lighting or signing upgrades are recommended. Recommended revisions to
pavement markings to address the displaced threshold were discussed previously under
“Threshold Evaluation”.
Hangars
Based on conversations with airport users, there is sufficient hangar space available for
housing the planes based at Glenns Ferry Airport. The existing hangars located in close
proximity to the center apron are older and in relatively poor condition, but are still
functional. Should demand for future hangars increase, there is sufficient space for
extending the parallel taxiway to the west. Future expansion of the airport in that direction
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could correspond with future automobile parking as shown on the proposed Airport Layout
Plan (ALP).
Aircraft Rescue and Fire Fighting (ARFF)
There is no ARFF station on-site. A 2” diameter domestic water line is provided to the
easternmost hangar in addition to a portable water storage tank in the same proximity;
however, there is insufficient flow for firefighting. Firefighting services are provided by the
City of Glenns Ferry.
Fueling Facilities
There are no fueling facilities on-site. Fuel is either purchased at other area airports
(Gooding, Jerome, Mountain Home) or is transported to the airport with trucks. Airport users
and the City of Glenns Ferry have expressed an interest in providing on-site fuel with a card
reader depending on future funding opportunities, interest from transient users, and the
growth of based aircraft at the airport. Fueling facilities have been identified as a long term
need for the airport which would be consistent with transitioning the airport’s role from
“basic service” to “local recreational.”
Fixed Base Operators/Aviation Use Development
There is no official Fixed Base Operator (FBO) at the airport. The City should work with the
airport manager and airport advisory committee to actively pursue an FBO for the airport that
could potentially provide fuel, aircraft maintenance, phone, a pilot’s lounge, restroom, and
other services to improve the overall airport facility.
Records indicate that the City unsuccessfully pursued an FBO several years ago and had given
tentative approval to Warren Aviation to construct an aviation fuel and maintenance station
at the airport in 1992. Having an FBO on-site was a priority expressed by the airport technical
advisory committee to further advance the airport. ITD has also indicated that an FBO would
give the airport a better opportunity of having a state supplied courtesy car for visiting pilots
by having someone on-site who can actively maintain the car and monitor its use.
PROPOSED CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN (CIP)
1.

Relocate Existing Displaced Threshold and Extend Runway 8

Due to the safety considerations associated with this project, this has been identified as the
City’s number 1 priority in the CIP. This project would relocate the existing displaced
threshold on Runway 26 approximately 450 feet from the end of the existing runway including
relocation of threshold lighting and pavement markings.
Runway 8 would be extended approximately 300’ west to maintain the minimum
recommended runway length outlined in ITD’s “Minimum Dimensions for VFR Airports”. The
perimeter fence west of Runway 8 would be relocated approximately 500’ from its current
location. New pavement markings to properly delineate the runway threshold location
including relocating the runway numerals “8” and “26” are also included in this project. As
noted previously, this project could be implemented in 2 phases to help defray some of the
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more significant costs while allowing the City / ITD to immediately address the current safety
issues. Estimated Capital Improvement Cost: $166,100.
2.

Runway / Apron Pavement Improvements

ITD Aeronautics commissioned a Pavement Management Plan in 2007 for the airport which
found the runway to be in “good” condition corresponding to a Pavement Condition Index
(PCI) of 62. The parallel taxiway east of the apron was rated “very good”. The remainder of
the pavement on the airport was rated “poor” to “very poor”. Recommendations in the
report called for the following improvements, which have not been accomplished to date:












2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012

Runway 8-26
Approach 8
Approach 26
Taxiway (Apron – R/W)
Apron
Eastern Taxiway
Runway 8-26
Approach 8
Approach 26
Taxiway (Apron – R/W)
Apron

2 inch pavement overlay
Pavement Reconstruction
Pavement Reconstruction
Pavement Reconstruction
Pavement Reconstruction
Slurry Seal
Fog Seal
Fog Seal
Fog Seal
Fog Seal
Fog Seal

Crack sealing was completed for approximately 15,000 linear feet of cracks on Runway 08-26
in 2010. The crack sealing was paid for in part with a grant through the ITD Division of
Aeronautics. No other pavement maintenance has occurred since the 2008 Pavement
condition report was completed. The apron pavement has extensive cracking/failures and
requires a full pavement reconstruction. The pavement management plan included monthly
drive by inspection forms that should be routinely filled out and submitted to ITD for their
records and for use in scheduling funding for the recommended pavement improvements.
Runway 8-26 has an estimated pavement strength of 8,000 lbs. SWG loading. The critical
aircraft identified for the airport is the Ayres Thrush 510 (10,500 lbs.) which exceeds the
published pavement strength. The CIP includes projects that are consistent with the 2007
pavement management plan including a 2” pavement overlay for the runway which should
provide additional strength to meet the needs of the critical aircraft. Reconstruction of the
apron is also included within the CIP. Estimated Runway / Apron Pavement Costs:
$533,850.
3.

Tie-down Relocation

There are sufficient tie-down locations to meet the current demand for this airport.
However, the tie-down location between the apron and runway does not meet the minimum
separation requirements from the runway centerline and should be relocated to a point west
of the apron. Estimated Capital Improvement Cost: $3,000
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4.

Taxiway and Taxilanes

The partial parallel taxiway currently has a width of 15 feet, which is deficient from the
required 20 feet. The taxiway fillet radii also do not meet recommended state VFR
standards. These deficiencies are not large and no problems have been reported; however,
these improvements to the taxiway should be implemented to meet current state VFR
standards. Estimated Capital Improvement Cost: $28,260
5.

Utilities – Water (Fire Flow)

The utilities are currently inadequate for the airport. Water service is minimal and limited to
the 2” service line feeding the easternmost hangar. There is no sanitary sewer in the area
and subsequently no restroom facilities. An underground telephone line was noted during the
field investigation near the westernmost hangar, but there is no dedicated phone service
which was previously canceled due to cost and lack of a perceived need.
The CIP recommends construction of a new 10” water main loop extension with (5) fire
hydrants from Madison Avenue to the airport’s northern boundary. This water line would
provide needed fire protection to the existing hangars while also allowing future hangar
development at the airport in accordance with local building and fire code requirements.
Estimated Water Main Capital Improvement Cost: $129,500.
6.

Restroom Facility with Septic System and Drainfield

The CIP also includes construction of a new restroom facility near the northeast corner of the
airport. This facility could also be designed to function as a pilot’s lounge with a dedicated
phone line for visiting pilots. A septic tank with drain field would need to be constructed for
the new restroom facility as extending public sanitary sewer to the site would be cost
prohibitive. Estimated Restroom Facility Capital Improvement Cost: $44,850.
7.

Paved Access with Auto Vehicle Parking

Automobile parking generally occurs on or adjacent to the existing asphalt apron or on private
property immediately north of the airport hangars. There are (2) locked gates that provide
vehicular access to the airport. The primary gate is located at the end of Madison Road and
leads to a dirt road that ends at the western edge of the apron. A second gate is located near
the northeast corner of the airport with access from the north-south gravel near the eastern
edge of Runway 26.
The IASP identified a need for more permanent and well defined parking at the airport. In
order to meet this need as well as to provide a better defined and more durable vehicular
access to the hangers, a new paved access road and parking lot with 10 spaces is proposed in
the CIP and is shown on the ALP near the Madison Road gate. Estimated Capital
Improvement Cost: $60,050.
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Future Fly-In Camping Expansion
The close proximity of Three Island State Park and Carmela’s Winery to the airport affords the
opportunity for the airport to
attract more activity through
camping “fly-ins” and other
activities to promote tourism
and economic growth. The
existing RV camping area at
Three Island State Park is
located approximately 1,400
feet from the end of Runway
26. The topography in this
area is relatively flat and
could likely support
Potential Taxiway
extension of a future taxiway
Alignment from
from the airport to the
Airport to Camping
camping area. A rough
Area
sketch of the potential
taxiway alignment extension
is shown below. The taxiway
could be constructed using
Figure 4.1 – “Fly-In” Camping Taxiway Extension
decomposed granite or
Alternative
crushed basalt to keep costs down.
Ideally, an aircraft parking area would be graded near the southwest corner of the RV
camping location. This area would be seeded and could include irrigated grass, fire rings,
picnic tables, and sun shades that would allow pilots to camp next to / under their planes.
Landscaping and / or fencing would be needed as a potential buffer between the RV and
airplane campers.
This “long range” plan would require close coordination between the State Parks Department
and the City of Glenns Ferry and would require a new radio control gate access from the
airport. Personnel from the Parks Department have expressed concerns over allowing planes
to be within close proximity of other campers and other logistical concerns associated with
interaction between planes and pedestrians / vehicles. In addition, remnants of the Oregon
Trail are within this area of the park which would need to be protected from any potential
taxiway improvements.
Final logistics for this type of fly-in camping facility will require extensive planning and close
coordination with the Three Island State Park Manager, Idaho Department of Parks and
Recreation, and the City of Glenns Ferry. Construction of this facility would provide a very
unique attraction to the flying community that could potentially attract pilots from
throughout the region and further promote economic growth in the area. The close proximity
of the Snake River, golfing, Carmela Winery, camping, and interpretive center make this a
potentially very attractive destination.
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As an alternative to the taxiway extension, there has been discussion of constructing a new
grassy tie-down area near the southeast corner of the airport which would provide a closer,
more direct route for pilots to access the park and interpretive center. Keeping the planes on
the airport would address park manager concerns over potential plane / park visitor conflicts.
A new gravel foot path or golf cart trail from the southeast airport corner to the main park
area could be constructed at relatively low cost. Golf carts could be used to ferry pilots and
their gear from their parked planes to designated camping areas. A sketch showing a
potential grassy tie-down area is included in the ALP.
This second alternative would also allow the City and State to determine a more accurate
interest from the aviation public in this type of “fly-in” scenario prior to expending significant
capital resources.
Final costs for this improvement will be heavily dependent upon planning and coordination
efforts between the stakeholders and have not been included as a part of the capital
improvement plan. There is potential for funding through economic development grants,
however, this will need to be supplemented heavily with in-kind donations of labor and
materials to complete this improvement.

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN (CIP) SUMMARY
Table 4.3 summarizes the recommended capital improvements for Glenns Ferry Municipal
Airport. The CIP was prioritized based on input from the technical advisory committee to
address safety related needs first as well as areas of the airport that currently do not meet
minimum VFR state standards.
The City’s annual operating budget for the airport is primarily based on property taxes,
hangar/tie-down fees, and agricultural operating fees. In 2009 and 2010, this income
averaged approximately $3,100 indicating that the funding for the proposed capital projects
will need to rely heavily on other sources of revenue including: ITD Aeronautics Grants, local
in-kind contributions, and other funding sources.
The priorities for the capital projects may change depending upon funding availability and
future changes in airport usage. The focus of the CIP, however, should continue to be on
improving the safety related issues and improvements to the runway and apron areas.
In-kind contributions of labor and materials could significantly reduce capital costs especially
for several of the “non-paving” items identified above. As previously noted, the City should
also work with the State of Idaho’s Economic Development Department and the State of Idaho
Parks Department to pursue economic development grant funding for the new fly in camping
area and taxiway access to Three Island State Park.
The airport provides a valuable asset for attracting new industries to the area, and the City
should also continue to pursue economic development funding opportunities that couple
private investment from existing and new industries in Glenns Ferry with public infrastructure
funding to assist in developing many of the capital improvement projects.
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Table 4.3 – 20-Year Capital Improvement Plan
Project
Priority
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Long
Range

Project Description
Relocate Existing Displaced Threshold and Extend Runway 8
Runway Overlay and Apron Reconstruction
Move Existing Tie-downs Outside of OFA
Taxiway and Taxilane Improvements
1,300 LF 10” Water Main & Hydrants
Construct Restroom Facility with Septic System Drainfield
Construct Paved Access Road with Parking and New Gate
Fly-In Camping Area with Future Taxiway Extension to Three
Island Park
Total Estimated 20 Year CIP Costs:

Estimated
Cost
$166,100
$533,850
$3,000
$28,260
$129,500
$44,850
$60,050
TBD
$915,610

Ultimately, as discussed in Section 4, the City has expressed an interest in advancing to a
“Local Recreational Airport” designation as opposed to its current “Basic Services Airport”
role. The City believes that the airport’s close proximity to Idaho’s back country and other
recreational opportunities makes the Glenns Ferry Municipal Airport a natural fit for this
designation in accordance with the criteria outlined in the Idaho Airport System Master Plan.
The “Local Recreational Airport” role is a long term goal for the City. The projects outlined
in Table 4.3 (while addressing the safety issues previously noted) also address several of the
minimum criteria outlined in the System Plan for a recreational designation. Other
recommended criteria shown in Table 4.1 including weather reporting systems, additional
visual aids, etc. could be pursued after the more immediate safety needs are addressed.
The City should also consider re-establishing an airport advisory board / committee to assist
the City Council in continuing to pursue funding for these projects. This board would be a
volunteer group which meets on a regular basis and provides non-binding recommendations to
the City Council for issues specifically related to the airport.
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SECTION 5 – LAND USE PLANNING AND COMPATIBILITY
INTRODUCTION
The Glenns Ferry Airport lies entirely within the corporate limits of the City of Glenns Ferry
and is surrounded by unincorporated Elmore County on the north, west, and south. Those
lands are either undeveloped or dedicated to agricultural uses with a few associated single
family dwellings. The land to the east is developed with Three Island State Park, which also
lies within the corporate limits of the city, and maintains a small grouping of maintenance
buildings approximately 650’east of Runway 26.
Title 8, Chapter 8 (Airport Regulations) of the Glenns Ferry City Code is dedicated to the
operation of the airport, duties of Airport Manager, and on-site permitting requirements for
new hangars. There are no land use restrictions or height limitations related to the airport in
the City’s zoning ordinance which is Title 11 of the Glenns Ferry City Code.
Elmore County’s comprehensive plan identifies airports as essential public facilities and calls
for regulations that reduce or prevent incompatible land uses. The plan also includes policies
to promote compatible development around the airport, and to prevent construction of
cellular towers that would present a hazard for airport operations.
Section 6-63-1 of the Elmore County Zoning and Development Ordinance (county ordinance)
establishes a Public Airport Hazard Zone with the defined purpose to “protect the …. Glenns
Ferry Airport from incompatible land uses … and to keep encroachment to a minimum in
order for airports to function safely in this zone.” Several definitions are provided, and six
airport sub-zones are identified with corresponding height limitations that are consistent with
the Part 77 surface dimension descriptions previously noted in this report: Utility Runway
Visual Approach Zone, Utility Runway Non-Precision Instrument Approach Zone, Approach
Departure Clearance Zone, Transitional Zone, Inner Horizontal Zone and Conical Zone.
The county implements these policies through zoning. Areas surrounding the airport are
zoned “Agricultural”, which only allows for agriculture and associated single family
residential land uses as principal permitted uses. Limited commercial, recreational and
public/quasi-public uses are allowed through the conditional use process.
Section 6-36-6 also establishes height limitations, requiring that “no structure shall be
erected, altered, or maintained and no tree shall be allowed to grow in any zone to a height
in excess of the applicable height limit established for that zone.” Land use restrictions in
airport zones include those that cause electrical interference with navigational signals, radio
communications between airport and aircraft, or lighting that makes it difficult for pilots to
distinguish airport lights or results in glare in the eyes of pilots.
Elmore County adopted the Airport Hazard Zone in 2009 and is now in the process of updating
these provisions to better protect the safe operation of the airport. The updates were
approved by the Board of County Commissioners in October 2011. By contrast, the Glenns
Ferry Code covers topics related to airport operations such as airport management,
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applications/permitting at the airport, fee and lease parameters for hangars, and
requirements for general improvements to hangars in Title 8, Public Ways and Property.
Comprehensive land use considerations for property surrounding the airport are conspicuously
absent in Title 11, Zoning Regulations.
ZONING ORDINANCE CONSIDERATIONS
At a minimum, the City’s zoning ordinance should describe airport facilities and operations,
identify the airport as an essential public facility, and adopt policies discouraging
incompatible land uses adjacent to the airport. In general, the ordinance should provide
guidance to promote the public safety, wellbeing, and quality of life around the perimeter of
an airport and within the Runway Protection Zone (RPZ).
ITD Aeronautics recommends that towns, cities and counties located near or adjacent to a
public use airport adopt disclosure notice regulations within their development code. The
disclosure notice should be required for all new development or substantial alterations in the
building or use. Aviation Notice Requirements are generally set forth within the local
jurisdictions development code (i.e., subdivision regulations, zoning code regulations or
both). Many jurisdictions require notice requirements within 5,000 feet of an airport. Others
require notice within FAR Part 77 “Imaginary Surfaces”, or within a portion of the Airport
Influence area.
RECOMMENDED ZONING ORDINANCE AMENDMENTS
Title 11 (Zoning Regulations) of the Glenns Ferry City Code should be amended to protect the
safety of airport users, surrounding properties, and to correspond with the airport hazard
zones established by Elmore County. The following provisions should be included in a new
chapter in Title 11, specifically “Chapter 20 – Airport Zoning and Development Standards”:
11-20 Airport Influence Area
11-20-1 Definition, Need & Purpose
A. Definition: An aviation hazard is any new or existing structure, land use, or
modification thereto that endangers the lives and property of users of an airport, of
occupants of land within an airport influence area, or that reduces the size of the area
available for landing, taking off and maneuvering of aircraft.
B. Need: Aviation hazards endangers the lives and property of users of the airport and of
occupants of land within the airport influence area and can reduce the area available
for the landing, taking off and maneuvering of aircraft which limits or impairs the
utility of the airport and the public investment therein. It is in the interest of the
public health, safety, and general welfare to prevent aviation hazards.
C. Purpose: It is the purpose of this chapter to prevent the creation or establishment of
aviation hazards; to eliminate, remove, alter or mitigate existing aviation hazards; and
to provide for the marking and lighting of obstructions.
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11-20-2: Airport Influence Area Established
Pursuant to the purpose and need detailed above, the Airport Influence Area (AIA) is hereby
established for the purpose of regulating, restricting, prohibiting, and prescribing the use of
real property within its boundaries and limiting the height of structures and objects of natural
growth in the vicinity of the Glenns Ferry Airport. The AIA shall consist of sub-zones including
all of the land lying within the non-instrument approach zone, the visual approach zone, the
horizontal zone, and the conical zone and shall be further defined in Section 11-20-3.
11-20-3: Airport Sub-Zones
The following sub-zones are shown on the Airport Influence Area map on file in the office of
the Glenns Ferry City Clerk, incorporated herein by reference, and are hereby established and
defined as follows:
A. Utility Runway Visual Approach Zone (URV) - The inner edge of this approach zone
coincides with the width of the primary surface and is two hundred (200’) feet wide.
The approach zone expands outward uniformly to a width of five hundred (500’) feet
at a horizontal distance of three thousand (3,000’) feet from the primary surface, its
centerline being the continuation of the centerline of the runway.
B. Transitional Zone (TZ) - This zone is hereby established as the area beneath the
transitional surfaces and extends outward and upward at ninety (90) degree angles to
the runway centerline; and the runway centerline extended at a slope of seven (7’)
feet horizontally for each foot vertically from the sides of the primary approach
surfaces to where they intersect the horizontal and conical surfaces.
C. Inner Horizontal Zone (IHZ) - The Inner Horizontal Zone is hereby established by
swinging an arc with a five thousand foot (5,000’) radius from the center terminus of
the primary surface of each runway, and connecting the adjacent arcs by drawing lines
tangent to those arcs. The Inner Horizontal Zone does not include the URV and TZ
zones.
D. Conical Zone (CZ) - The Conical Zone is hereby established as the area that
commences at the periphery of the Inner Horizontal Zone and extends outward there
from a horizontal distance of four thousand (4,000’) feet.
11-20-4: Airport Zone Height Limitations
Except as otherwise provided in this Ordinance, no structure shall be erected or altered, nor
shall a tree be allowed to grow or be maintained in excess of the height limitations
established below. When an area is covered by more than one height limitation the more
restrictive shall apply.
A. Utility Runway Visual Approach Zone (URV) - Slopes upward and outward twenty (20’)
feet horizontally for each foot vertically, beginning at the end of and at the same
elevation as the primary surface and extending to a horizontal distance of five
thousand (5,000’) feet along the extended runway centerline.
B. Transitional Zone (TZ) - These zones extend outward and upward at right angles to the
runway centerline and the runway centerline extended to a slope of seven to one (7:1)
from the sides of the primary surface and from the sides of the approach zones.
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C. Inner Horizontal Zone (IHZ) - One hundred fifty (150’) feet above the established
airport elevation.
D. Conical Zone (CZ) - Slopes upward and outward twenty (20’) feet horizontally for each
foot vertically beginning at the periphery of the horizontal zone and at one hundred
fifty (150’) feet above the airport elevation and extending to a height of three
hundred fifty (350’) feet above the airport elevation.
11-20-5: Use Restrictions
Notwithstanding the provisions of the underlying zoning designation, the following shall not
be allowed within the Airport Influence Area:
A. Creation of electrical interference with the navigational signals or radio
communications between the airport and aircraft;
B. Any lighting that makes it difficult for pilots to distinguish airport lights or results
glare in the eyes of pilots using the airport;
C. Create bird strike hazards; or
D. Otherwise endanger or interfere with the landing, take-off, or maneuvering of
aircraft intending to use the airport.
E. Within the Transitional Zone the following land uses are prohibited:
a. Hotels, motels, or bed and breakfasts;
b. Amusement parks, public or private;
c. Schools, public or private;
d. Hospitals, public or private.
11-20-6: Non-Conforming Uses
Non-Conforming structures and uses as defined by Chapter 11-2 of this Title shall be subject
to the provisions of Sections 11-14-5 and 11-14-6 of this Title in addition to the following:
A. Regulations Not Retroactive - The regulations prescribed by the AIA shall not be
construed to require the removal, lowering, changing, or alterations of any
structure or tree not conforming to the zoning regulations set forth as of the
effective date of the AIA, or otherwise interfere with the continuance of any nonconforming use as defined by Chapter 11-2 of this Title. Nothing herein contained
shall require any change if construction, alteration, or intended use of any
structure which was properly permitted and initiated prior to the effective date of
this Ordinance.
B. Marking and Lighting - Notwithstanding the preceding provision of this section, the
owner of any nonconforming structure or tree is hereby required to permit the
installation, operation, and maintenance thereon of such markers and lights as
shall be deemed necessary by the director to indicate to the operators of aircraft
in the vicinity of the airport, the presence of such airport hazards. Such markers
and lights shall be installed, operated, and maintained at the expense of the City.
11-20-7: Permits
A. Future Uses - No material change shall be made in the use of land and no structure
shall be erected or otherwise established within the AIA unless a building permit
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and / or conditional use permit has been approved.
B. Existing Uses - No permit shall be granted that could allow the establishment or
creation of an airport hazard or that will allow a nonconforming use or structure to
be enlarged or expanded or become a greater hazard to air navigation than it was
on the original date of the implementation of the AIA Ordinance or any
amendments thereto.

C. Granting of Conditional Use Permit - A Conditional Use Permit may only be issued
for those uses listed as Conditional Uses in the base zone, excluding the particular
land uses listed in Section 11-20-5. Any approved conditional use permit shall be
subject to conditions of approval that act to ensure compliance with Sections 1112-5D, 11-20-4 and 11-20-5 of Glenns Ferry City Code.
Expiration of Permits - Any permit granted hereunder shall expire if the change of use or
construction has not been started within one (1) year after issuance of the permit unless a
time extension is granted by the city prior to the expiration of the permit.
LONG RANGE PLANNING
Long range land use planning is a critical component of protecting the airport’s viability for
the City of Glenns Ferry. Airports can provide a vital economic role for cities so it is
important to institute compatible zoning and land uses around the airport to facilitate that
role. After reviewing the existing land uses around the airport, the following
recommendations are made for the City to consider in its long range planning efforts:


Commercial / Industrial Zone – The northern part of the airport property (located at the
end of Madison Avenue) should be zoned commercial / industrial. The City should also
consider either purchasing the property in the northwest quadrant of the airport from
FLOPET, Inc., or working directly with the property owner to annex and rezone this
property in a similar manner. This rezoned area could promote new commercial and
industrial growth in a manner compatible with the airport, possibly promoting
airside/landside businesses as a part of an “Airport Industrial Park”.



Madison Avenue Extension – Madison Avenue is an important Collector roadway in the
City’s overall transportation network that currently “dead-ends” at the airport. The City
should look at the long range possibility of extending Madison Avenue through the airport
to the west to provide frontage for commercial development in the area. The City would
not necessarily need to pay for this improvement, but instead should designate this need
in the comprehensive plan so that developers are aware of this requirement in the future.
A roadway could then be constructed south from the extended Madison Avenue to provide
additional access to the property south of the airport.



Anderson Property (south and west of airport) – This property is bordered by the Snake
River to the South, the airport to the north, and Three Island State Park to the east. The
proximity of this property makes it a prime candidate for recreational development that
would be compatible with the airport while also providing additional tourism and
economic growth opportunities for the City. Future camping fly-ins could also take
advantage of development of this property in a recreational manner. This property is
currently zoned Agricultural in Elmore County, so it is important that the City work with
this property owner to ensure that the property use continues to be compatible with the
airport as it is eventually annexed into the City and developed.
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SECTION 6 – AIRPORT LAYOUT PLANS
The Glenns Ferry Municipal Airport Plans consist of four plan sheets: the Cover Sheet, Airport
Layout Plan, Airport Airspace Plan, and the Land Use Plan. These plans represent the
culmination of the 20-year master planning process for Glenns Ferry Airport. With limited
outside funding, the Airport must rely heavily on ITD Aeronautics funding in addition to local
contributions of funds, materials, and labor to complete projects.
Airport Layout Plan – Sheet 2
The Airport Layout Plan (ALP) depicts the existing airport layout and the proposed future
improvements to the airport for the 20-year planning period. The recommended
improvements shown on the ALP were developed based on airport needs resulting from
growth and potential growth in addition to input received through the master planning
process. Possible alternatives were developed as part of the facility requirements and were
reviewed by the City of Glenns Ferry, Airport users, members of the advisory committee, and
ITD Aeronautics. The decisions at these reviews were the basis for the airport improvements
shown on the ALP.
The goals of the airport over the next 20 years have become more clearly defined as a result
of this master planning process. Glenns Ferry Airport will continue to be a general aviation
airport serving the local agricultural community and other users in the area. As the
community continues to grow and other nearby airports become more congested, the general
aviation community needs airports like Glenns Ferry that will continue to grow to serve their
needs. In addition, the City believes the airport will continue to develop towards becoming
more of a “Local Recreational Airport” as defined in the 2010 IASP. As a result, the ALP
reflects maintenance and enhancement of the existing airfield and landside facilities, along
with growth to bring more revenue to the airport and better serve the general aviation
community.
The improvements for Glenns Ferry Airport are detailed in Table 4.3 under the Capital
Improvement Plan (CIP) portion of this document.
Airspace Plan – Sheet 3
This plan shows the Part 77 Imaginary Surfaces for the existing/future layout of Glenns Ferry
Airport with a USGS map as the background. Airport imaginary surfaces consist of five
different types of surfaces. The surfaces for the Glenns Ferry Airport are as follows:
1. Primary Surfaces: A rectangular surface with a width of 200 feet (centered on the
runway centerline) and a length that extends to each end of the runway. The
elevation of the primary surface corresponds to the elevation of the nearest point of
the runway centerline.
2. Approach Surface: A surface centered on the extended runway centerline, starting at
each end of the primary surface at the runway ends, at a width of 200 feet and an
elevation equal to that of the end of the runway; extending a horizontal distance of
3,000 feet to a width of 500 feet, at a slope of 20:1.
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3. Transitional Surface: A sloping 7:1 surface that extends outward and upward at right
angles to the runway centerline from the sides of the primary surface and the
approach surfaces.
4. Horizontal Surfaces: An elliptical surface at an elevation 150 feet above the
established airport elevation created by swinging a 5,000-foot radius arc from the
center of each end of the primary surface. Tangent lines then connect these arcs.
5. Conical Surfaces: A surface extending outward and upward from horizontal surface at
a slope of 20:1 for a horizontal distance of 4,000 feet.
These surfaces need to be kept clear of obstructions. The Part 77 surfaces are the basis for
protection of the airspace around the airport. There are no “man-made” obstructions
identified; however, several existing ground terrain penetrations to the imaginary surface
were noted on the plan. Existing trees to the east in Three Island State Park should continue
to be topped to keep the trees from penetrating this surface.
Exhibit A / Land Use Plan – Sheet 4
The airport and consultant reviewed parcel/property information to determine existing
property ownership. Exhibit A represents the current ownership of the land surrounding the
airport.
The land use plan addresses the land use in the vicinity of the airport. Three criteria were
considered in reviewing the suitability of the land use and zoning around the airport:
1. The Runway Protection Zone (RPZ);
2. Airport Airspace obstruction Protection (Part 77);
3. Noise, height, and safety.
1. Runway Protection Zone (RPZ)
The runway protection zone (RPZ) is a trapezoid shape, beginning 200 feet beyond each
runway end. At Glenns Ferry Airport, the RPZ currently starts with a width of 200 feet and
increases to a width of 300 feet over a distance of 1,000 feet. The airport does not own
the land under the RPZ to the east and owns only a portion of the land beneath the RPZ to
the west. Ideally, the entire RPZ on both ends of the runway would be purchased by the
airport and be clear of non-compatible uses or obstructions. FAA Advisory Circular
150/5300-13 explains, “The RPZ’s function is to enhance the protection of people and
property on the ground. This is achieved through airport control over RPZs”.
The land east of the airport is owned by the State of Idaho as a part of Three Island State
Park. The City should continue to work with the State to make sure that any future
construction does not compromise safety in the RPZ.
It is recommended that the City work with the property owner to the west (Anderson) to
purchase this property. This would provide ownership and control of the property to the
west to the Snake River. The irregular shape of the southern boundary of the airport
property may provide an opportunity for a land exchange with this property owner to
reduce property acquisition costs.
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2. Part 77 Approach Surfaces
Land uses and development under the approach surfaces of the runway should be
restricted to elevations that do not penetrate the 20:1 approach surfaces. The approach
surfaces begin 200 feet beyond the runway ends at an elevation equal to that of the end
of the runway. These approach surfaces start at a width of 200 feet and increase to a
width of 500 feet at a distance of 3,000 feet. The approach surface has a slope of 20 feet
horizontal to 1-foot vertical.
As previously noted, the City should continue to work with Three Island State Park to keep
the tops of the trees pruned or “topped” well below the approach surface to the east.
The Part 77 surfaces, as outlined per the existing runway configuration, should be the
basis for protection for any new development. Any future developments in the vicinity of
the airport should submit an FAA Form 7460-1 “Notice of Proposed Construction or
Alteration”, prior to construction.
3. Noise, Height, and Safety
When considering airport development, several factors must be considered as to their
impact on the environment:
Noise relates to abatement of aircraft noise and emissions in the air during takeoffs and
landings and on the ground including types of aircraft permitted at a particular airport,
curfews on flight operations, and other related issues.
Regarding height limitations, no structure shall be erected, altered, or maintained and no
tree shall be allowed to grow to a height in excess of the applicable height limit
established for the Part 77 surfaces. Use restrictions include those that cause electrical
interference with navigational signals or radio communications between airport and
aircraft or that make it difficult for pilots to distinguish between airport lights and others,
or result in glare in the eyes of pilots.
Safety relates to issues in the air and on the ground, including the placement of runways,
taxiways, air navigation facilities, airport design, runway protection areas, and related
issues.
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APPENDIX
Airport Layout Plan
 Sheet 1 - Cover Sheet
 Sheet 2 - Airport Layout Plan
 Sheet 3 - Airport Airspace Plan
 Sheet 4 - Land Use Plan
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10 AC

OWEN, DAVID EUGENE JR
ROLLING STONE INC
3.06 AC
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DIPIETRO, JOHN & CATHY
IN T E R
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STAT E
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4.65 AC
I-8 4
DIPIETRO, JOHN & CATHY
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POTUCEK, EDWARD
39.54 AC

r
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R
ke
Sna

POTUCEK, EDWARD
107.36 AC

POTUCEK, EDWARD
3.79 AC

JONES, STANLEY O
39.46 AC

JEFFREY, LOUIS D
39.45 AC

POTUCEK, EDWARD
20.41 AC

7:1

PUB

!

ANDERSON, RICHARD W
60.19 AC

AG
!

AG

!

FUTURE RECREATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

IDAHO DEPT OF PARKS &
2.48 AC

USA
10.83 AC

19.92 AC

20:1
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Ü 8.22 AC

TO FA
TSA

2588
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Ü

R
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A
FA
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7:1
A

Ü

IDAHO DEPARTM ENT OF PARKS &
151.05 AC

POTUCEK, EDWARD
23.67 AC

KITSOS, CONSTANTINE
45.53 AC

JEFFREY, LOUIS D
55.58 AC

CITY OF GLENNS FERRY
64.93 AC

RUNWAY 26 END
ELEV. = 2538.4

KITSOS, CONSTANTINE
104.28 AC

UTILITY RUNWAY VISUAL
APPROACH ZONE

IDAHO DEPT OF PARKS &
8.29 AC

IDAHO FISH & GAME
18.62 AC
IDAHO FISH & GAME
18.62 AC

ROCKIN S RANCH INC
157.17 AC

USA
67.58 AC
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NEV IT T FARM S LLLP
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ATN HOLDINGS LLC
286.32 AC
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A

ANDERSON, RICHARD W
100.83 AC

SMITH, DENNIS C
5 AC
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SOLOSABAL, JOHN & JOLINDA
1.43 AC

INNER HORIZONTAL ZONE (IHZ)
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Ü

CITY OF GLENNS FERRY
89.52 AC

ROCKIN S RANCH INC
26.44 AC

ROCKIN S RANCH INC
11.17 AC

R

S

Ü

Ü

USA
183.3 AC

RUNWAY 8 END
ELEV. = 2529.9

R

R

FARM DEVELOPMENT CORP
KNOX, HARRY W II
2.01 AC
KNOX, HARRY W II
22.83 AC
ARK PROPERTIES LLC 4.76 AC
2.33 AC
17.46 AC

Ü

FLO PET INC
11.79 AC
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Ü
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J
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DARIN E

GORRELL, GERALD D & GAYLE M
JONES, RO GER L
ARK PROPERTIES LLC
9.85 AC
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LLCAC ISLAND LLC
4.62
ANDERSON, RICHARD
THREE
8.35 AC
3.86 AC
37.01 AC
21.99 AC
ARK PROPERTIES
ARKLLC
PROPERTIES LLC
JONES, RO GER L
8.47 AC
8.53
ACPROPERTIES LLC 4.12 ACTHREE ISLAND LLC
ARK
CROSS, WILLIAM V
1.01 AC
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ARKAC
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LLCLERRY
JONES,
8.64 AC
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A RO GER L
3.77 AC
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ACJANICE
HEAT H, LERRY
A&
R
LOWE, BARBARA R
FLO PET INC
0.35 AC 0.19 AC THREE ISLAND LLC

Ü

ANDERSON, RICHARD
123.28 AC

HALL, DAN & KAREN
36.43 AC

HALL, DAN & KAREN
13.91 AC
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A AFA
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ANDERSON, RICHARD
39.44 AC

STE WART, MARGARET

11.48 AC

MCCALLISTER, DELMAN L
10.33 AC
16.75 AC

POTUCEK, EDWARD
49.17 AC

KITSOS, CONSTANTINE
198.43 AC

USA
110.42 AC

285.42 AC
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IDAHO DEPT OF PARKS &
159.49 AC
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R O FA

IDAHO DEPT OF PARKS &
171.95 AC

NOBLE, ALLEN T
120.02 AC

Runway Surface

Runway Object Free Area
Runway Safety Area

Taxiway Object Free Area
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Utility Runway Visual Approach Zone (URV)
Transitional Zone (TZ)
City Limits

Existing Land Use Codes
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!
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(ELMORE COUNTY)

RESIDENTIAL/SUBURBAN

NOTES:
1. CONTOURS INTERPOLATED FROM A USGS 10-METER RESOLUTION DEM.
2. HORIZONTAL COORDINATES ARE IN THE NAD 1983 IDAHO WEST STATE PLANE (US SURVEY FEET) SYSTEM.
3. VERTICAL COORDINATES ARE IN THE NAVD 1988 SYSTEM.

Magnetic Declination
13° 45' E Apr. 2011
Change: 0° 8' W
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DIPIETRO, JOHN & CATHY
43.63 AC

Ü

0'
500

r
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Sna

HALL, DAN & KAREN
5.7 AC

-3 0
US

CITY OF GLENNS FERRY
34.67 AC

HALL, DAN & KAREN
32.29 AC
HALL, ROBERT K
26.8 AC HALL, ROBERT K
12.38 AC

JONES, STANLEY O
119.2 AC

 

HALL, DAN & KAREN
79.2 AC

NEV IT T FARM S LLLP
39.11 AC

GREEN, MARKUS
18.02 AC

SCHOO L DIST RICT 192
42.68 AC

CORBELL, ROBERT R II
17.67 AC



A-D CATTLE CO INC
69.3 AC

PRUETT, JACK B & CHELLA R
26.88 AC



CORBELL, ROBERT R II
16.06 AC

DIPIETRO, JOHN & CATHY
40.07 AC

2686

HALL, ROBERT K
43.71 AC

WILDE, JAY & CYNTHIA
15.75 AC




OWINGS LIV ING TRUST
39.99 AC

RUMSEY, BRADLEY D & KATHY K
184.99 AC

WARD, EARL E
18.82 AC

WILDE, JAY & CYNTHIA
42.87 AC



DIPIETRO, JOHN & CATHY
67.25 AC
HALL, DAN & KAREN
79.2 AC

WILDE, JAY & CYNTHIA
HERNANDEZ, JESUS & PATRICIA
14.37 AC
9.19 AC

OWEN, DAVID EUGENE JR
40.59 AC

IRELAND, STEVEN L
19.98 AC

WOLFE, JAMES D & JULIE T
3 AC

FLO PET INC
30.2 AC



DIPIETRO, JOHN & CATHY
73.91 AC

GREEN, MARKUS
51.83 AC

HALL PROPERTIES LLC
40.56 AC

NORTH AM ERICAN FOODS LLC
127.43 AC
OWEN, DAVID EUGENE JR
3.33 AC

MARTELL, JAMES R
81.56 AC

MARTELL, JAMES R
233.56 AC

CITY OF GLENNS FERRY
CITY OF GLENNS FERRY
5.23 AC
18.68 AC







OWEN, DAVID EUGENE JR
86.52 AC



FLO PET INC
12.89 AC





CITY OF GLENNS FERRY
65.22 AC

MARTELL, JAMES R
33.26 AC




MARTELL, MAT THEW J
6.84 AC
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